Noble, chairman, to confine my paper to the history of the new Maryland dental law) to consider remarks in private, and current printed expressions to the effect that the State is taking altogether too parental an attitude towards its citizens, in assuming to act as the guardian of the poor and ignorant, and in preventing men from receiving due benefit from their business ability. What the State has done in the field of public health need only be mentioned. Druggists, dentists, physicians and plumbers, in Maryland, are all under the regulation of law. If persons do not know enough to protect themselves against incompetent practitioners in dentistry, it is argued, the ignorant ought to suffer. But we, as dentists, are sufficiently far advanced to understand plainly that the comprehension of government as simply a restraining legal hand at the throat of would-be-criminals is far too small to meet the situation. We can see that it covers many acts for the common good, not the least of which is the exercise of the police power for the protection of the people and, incidentally, the benefit of the dental profession.
A Review.
Any history of the dental law of 1896 should follow a review of the influences that affected its preparation. (1) The law had no application to persons engaged in the practice of dentistry prior to March 31, 1884.
(2) As to all other persons it was unlawful for them to practice without a certificate or diploma.
(3) It was uncertain as to cases occurring prior to the adoption of the Gode whether certificates could be gotten by mere registration, or by examination before the board.
(4) One who was practicing without a certificate must be shown to have wilfully violated the law.
In 1890, it having been shown that the dental law was not exyressed in precise, accurate terms about which there could be no dispute, a bill was drafted and presented to the Legislature, but failed to rea^h a vote. This bill was presented from a mass-meeting of the dentists of the State.
In 1892, another bill was introduced. The editorial press criticised and opposed the bill as "inartiftcially constructed and badly put together," saying, "This bill is monopoly pure and simple"?"it is in fact opening up a new field for trusts,"?"the dental bill reaches its insidious fingers back eight years into the past and gives a dental board formed by a fearful and wonderful method the power to close up the office of any dentist who has gone into the profession within the past eight years"?"now when our colleges are provided with learned and experienced faculties and all the facilities which modern science commands, 
